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Abstract
This paper describes the experiences and insights that AIAI have gained during the

development of an intelligent vehicle scheduling system using a commercially available

library for constraint�based programming� The application involves the assignment of

drivers and vehicles for single�drop deliveries� under a wide range of regulations� physical

compatibility restrictions� and operating preferences� The aims of the project were to

produce good quality schedules within a limited time while minimizing operating costs�

In addition to generating predictive schedules� the system provides some support for user

interaction with the schedule generation process� and reactive scheduling�

� INTRODUCTION

In this paper we describe the Schedule�IT project� developed at AIAI� University of
Edinburgh in collaboration with Intelligent Applications Ltd� In Section � we outline the
architecture� the constraints and preferences involved and their representation� and the
di�erent modes of interacting with the system� Following this in Section �� we discuss a
number of the di�cult design�implementation issues that were involved in the project�

Schedule�IT is an intelligent vehicle scheduling system which was developed using
Ilog Solver� a library that supports constraint	based programming� The application
involves the assignment of drivers and vehicles for deliveries� under a wide range of regu	
lations� physical compatibility restrictions� and operating preferences� For the most part
drivers deliver one load per journey� so the problem is one of resource allocation rather
than routing�

Currently the task is carried out by human schedulers� but the time available to
produce schedules is limited� and so schedule quality tends to depend on the skill of the
individual and the pressure of other work� It is also di�cult to maintain schedule quality
where late orders or delivery di�culties have to be accommodated at short notice�
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��� Aims of the project

Delivery is an important part of the company�s business� accounting for a substantial part
of their annual budget� and therefore a good area to look at with a view to improving
e�ciency� At the same time scheduling had been identi�ed by the company as a key
issue in improving customer service� These two forces have led to a number of potentially
conicting aims that we have borne in mind while developing Schedule�IT� These
include�

Limited time� Schedules have to be produced within a limited time �less than �� min	
utes�� As a result the schedulers currently consider only a fraction of the possible
allocations� Automating� or partially automating the scheduling process opens up
the possibility of considering a larger number of possible schedules�

Consistency� The quality of schedules produced by humans may depend on many fac	
tors� Individual skills� the scheduler�s level of experience� the priorities which he or
she takes into consideration� and pressure of work are only some of these� Automa	
tion can be expected to produce more consistency in the schedules produced�

Timeliness� Meeting the delivery times requested by customers is particularly important
in this company�s business� but very di�cult to achieve� An important bene�t which
the company hopes to obtain through this project is the guarantee that schedules
generated will allow orders to be delivered to customers within tolerances agreed
with the customer�

Legal regulations� There are a large number of European Community regulations gov	
erning drivers� hours� These include weekly and daily driving limits� with the
possibility of extension under speci�ed circumstances� plus requirements on daily
and weekly rest� The sheer number of regulations which need to be observed place
a strain on human schedulers� In order to avoid the possibility of violating regula	
tions by mistake� and at the same time to enable an auditable trace of adherence
to the regulations� the system monitors drivers� hours regulations�

Reducing costs� One of the motivating factors in considering automation of the schedul	
ing process is that by examining larger numbers of potential allocations more e�	
cient schedules can be produced and operating costs reduced�

Meeting preferences� While reducing operating costs is a strong motivation� current
working practices and agreements with the unions have led to preferences about
certain aspects of the schedules that drivers work to� These include respecting
drivers� preferences relating to early starts� trying to minimize the number of vehicle
changeovers� and the fair distribution of overtime work� The company were also
interested in investigating the e�ect that satisfying these preferences has on the
schedules that can be generated�

Interactive� The system is viewed as a tool to assist rather than replace the human
scheduler� In addition it was recognised that there are always likely to be situations
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which arise that have not been catered for in the program� therefore the human
scheduler should have some control over the generation process and be able to
specify aspects of the schedule generated�

Reactive� In addition to the primary aim of producing predictive schedules for the next
day�s work� a reactive capability was also required� That is the ability to deal with
events� such as an extra order or vehicle breakdown� which render the predictive
schedule unworkable�

��� Why a Constraint�based Approach�

The Planning and Scheduling group at AIAI have experience with a wide range of
scheduling techniques �Beck �
� including constraint programming tools �Duncan ����
There were a number of factors which inuenced our decision to use Ilog Solver

�Le Pape ��� Puget ��� for this project� First� the csp �Constraint Satisfaction Prob	
lem� paradigm is well suited to solving scheduling problems �Prosser ���� Second Ilog

Solver o�ers good modelling� which is required in order to be able to represent the
wide range of constraints in this application� Flexibility and ease of modi�cation were
important to us in order to allow experimentation with alternative representations for
e�ciency� and also to allow for changes in the problem speci�cation �or clari�cations�
which inevitably occur during development in scheduling projects�

In contrast modelling in other methods such as Simulated Annealing and Genetic
Algorithms tends to be more di�cult� and once de�ned di�cult to change� Such methods
were also felt to be weaker because of their reliance on a single evaluation function for
optimisation� In this project we have investigated an alternative approach to evaluating
schedules which does not attempt to reduce preferences� cost� and other aspects of sched	
ule quality to a single measure� Expert systems approaches to scheduling have tended to
rely on user	derived heuristics to obtain good schedules� This makes it di�cult for them
to improve on the performance of human schedulers� Also� such heuristics may work
well in some situations and not in others� making the system liable to �brittleness� when
changes occur in the pattern of orders being dealt with� Further comparisons between
the csp and other approaches are discussed in �Van Hentenryck � Carillon ����

� APPLICATION OVERVIEW

In this section we give a high	level overview of Schedule�IT�s architecture� before briey
describing some of the constraints and preferences found in the application� Following
this we will briey discuss the way the problem is represented in Ilog Solver� and then
look at some of the di�erent modes of interaction with the system�

For simplicity Schedule�IT is divided into two parts� the front	end and the sched	
uler itself� The front	end is responsible for maintaining data including orders� static data
�e�g� information about vehicles� products� customers etc�� dynamic data �e�g� records
of drivers� hours� contents of trailers etc�� and schedules that have been generated� The
system allows alternative schedules to be generated and compared before committing to
one� The scheduler has a one day time horizon� and generates a schedule for the data
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that is passed to it by the front end� Constraints involving longer timescales �e�g� weekly
driving limits� are handled by the front end�

Database

Order Entry

Front End

Data

Schedule

Scheduler

Figure 
� Overview of the Schedule�IT system

Within a one day timeframe the basic task of the scheduler is to allocate a driver�
vehicle �i�e� tractor and trailer�� and a delivery time for each order� Where there are
too many orders for the company drivers to be able to deliver� work can be given to a
contractor� Thus the problem is never insoluble� but there is a cost involved� Minimizing
the cost of work given to the contractor is one of the main aims of the project�

��� Constraints

The Schedule�IT application involves a wide range of constraints both physical and
legal� Some of the major constraints on allocations are noted here�

Capability� The trailer selected must be capable of carrying the class of product and
the quantity involved� In addition there may be other requirements such as orders
which require special equipment� or restrictions imposed by the delivery site� Such
constraints mean that only some of the vehicles will be suitable for a particular
order� As will be seen �in Section ����� these constraints generally act to reduce the
initial domains �the set of possible values for allocations� of orders�

Compatibility� Issues of contamination lead to there being constraints on what trailers
can carry� Speci�cally the product carried must be compatible with the previous
contents of the trailer� While capability constraints can be handled initially before
search begins� compatibility constraints need to be monitored dynamically�

Drivers� Hours� There are a large number of legal regulations regarding driving hours
and rest periods� Fortunately for the scheduler most of these involve a longer
perspective� and so the constraints reduce to the earliest time that each driver can
start �given the time they �nished the previous day and the legally required rest
period� and the maximum number of hours driving that can be assigned for the day�
The only regulation which does have to be monitored by the scheduler itself is the
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requirement for �� minutes break for every ��
�
hours driving� This turned out to be

much more di�cult than we had anticipated� because of the possible interactions
between two assignments� For example� a � hour job does not require a break� but
the issue of rest time would need to be taken into consideration in any following
journey� Breaks need to be known in order to determine the time required for a
journey� however the scheduler might not make allocations in the order that they
will be performed�

��� Preferences

In addition to constraints� current working practices provide preferences about certain
aspects of the schedules� These include assigning drivers their usual vehicle� minimizing
tractor	trailer changeovers� respecting drivers� preferences regarding early starts� and
allocating overtime work fairly between drivers� Although stated as preferences� these
are almost constraints since the company would only consider breaking them where there
was a very strong incentive to do so� At the same time the company is interested in
investigating the cost that observing these preferences has on the schedules that can be
generated�

��� Representation and Constraint Propagation

In the csp paradigm a set of variables� each of which has a domain of possible values�
are linked by constraints which express a relationship between two or more variables�
determining which values are compatible with which� In Schedule�IT orders� drivers�
tractors� and trailers are represented as structured objects within the system� Concep	
tually an order has slots for the driver� tractor� trailer� and delivery time that have to
be allocated for it� and these are represented as domain variables � The domains of these
variables contain �respectively� the drivers� tractors� or trailers which could be allocated
to the order� The search mechanism in Ilog Solver provides an e�cient method of
searching for a set of values which respect the constraints placed on the variables�

Since a driver� tractor� or trailer cannot be used for two tasks at the same time
a mechanism is required for representing their availability over time� In Schedule�IT

availability is modelled explicitly within the object representing a resource �i�e� driver�
tractor� or trailer�� and updated by a demon �implemented with Ilog Solver�s facility
for user	de�ned constraints�� That is� when a resource is allocated to an order the demon
will check the resource�s availability and then mark it as unavailable to other orders for
the duration of the journey �see Figure ��� When a resource is marked as unavailable for
a period it can also be removed from the domain of any order which would require it to be
used during that period� Demons are also used to check drivers� hours and compatibility
between products and the previous contents of a trailer� Since a record is kept of the
number of hours a driver has driven� and therefore the number of hours available can also
be calculated� the system is also able to remove a driver from the domain of any order
which would require a longer journey than the driver is allowed to make�
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Figure �� Propagation of availability information

��� The Schedule Generation Process

The usual way that the scheduler is used is for the front end to pass a set of orders�
together with information about resources� drivers� hours etc to the scheduler� which
then generates and returns a schedule�

Human Intervention� One shortcoming of the approach described so far is that the
system takes responsibility�control away from the human scheduler� The data is fed in
and the system produces the best schedule it can� However the notion of �best� involves a
tradeo� between meeting preferences and reducing costs� Ultimately quality is something
that only the human scheduler can judge� and so in Schedule�IT it was felt that the
user should be allowed to exert some inuence on the schedule generation process� The
mechanism for this is through partial speci�cation� that is the user may restrict the
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resources �i�e� driver� tractor� or trailer� considered for a particular order� For example
the user may specify that the driver for a particular order should be selected from a
speci�ed set of drivers� or that any driver can be selected apart from those speci�ed�
This is of course easy to implement since it is simply a restriction of the initial domain
of the relevant variable� A second mechanism available is to modify the availability of a
resource� This is used for example to handle planned maintenance of vehicles�

The user may choose to partially specify the resources for any order at the outset�
however the more usual case would be where Schedule�IT generates a schedule which
the user examines and may choose to modify� Essentially modi�cation amounts to re	
specifying the problem and allowing the system to generate a new solution� however if
there are parts of the schedule which the user likes� the generated schedule can be used
as the basis of the resource restrictions�

Reactive Scheduling� Once an acceptable schedule has been created it is used to
determine what to do the next day� For this reason it is said to be a predictive schedule�
Unfortunately in the real world there are many things that can happen which cause the
schedule to become unworkable� These include breakdowns� delays� cancelled orders� and
the arrival of new orders� Although a cancelled order does not necessarily make a schedule
unworkable� it provides an opportunity for re	optimisation� To deal with such situations
a reactive capability is required�

In Schedule�IT reactive scheduling is treated as re	scheduling� that is the problem
is reformulated to take account of journeys that have already been performed and those
that are underway� and the system generates a schedule for the new problem� A corollary
of this is that the new schedule may vary greatly from the previous schedule� For this
reason re	scheduling may not be a suitable approach in some types of application where
decisions may have been made on the basis of the predictive schedule �e�g� manpower or
materials planning�� This is not generally a problem in the present application� however
the partial speci�cation of resources can be used to retain parts of the existing schedule
where necessary�

� IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

In this section we discuss a number of design�implementation issues relating to the aims
of the project� These concern the problem of optimising within a limited time� the
relationship between preferences and constraints� and interactions between the aims of
optimisation and attempting to satisfy preferences� These are interesting issues because
standard solutions do not exist� There is also a degree of interaction between the decisions
involved for each of the issues�

��� Solution within a Limited Time

One of the major constraints on the implementation is the need to produce a schedule
within a �xed time� Given the size of the search space and the time available it is not
feasible to employ complete search� Reducing operating costs is an important concern�
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but where exhaustive search is not possible� �nding a near optimal solution becomes our
goal�

Search Control� The strategy we have employed in Schedule�IT tends to favour
low cost solutions �rst� and continues to search for better solutions until the time limit
expires� The primary mechanism for achieving lower cost solutions is a combination of
variable and value ordering � Search in a csp involves two decisions� which variable to
select� and which value to choose for that variable� Schedule�IT selects orders with the
highest potential cost �i�e� cost if given to the contractor� �rst� and the value ordering
strategy used gives preference to company drivers over the contractor� The result is
that expensive orders tend to be given to company drivers� However� the system will
continue to search and therefore may discover situations where� for example� it is more
advantageous to give one expensive order to the contractor if two cheaper jobs �with a
greater total cost� can then be allocated to a company driver�

Cost Function� The optimisation method used by Ilog Solver is based on branch	
and	bound� Once a solution is found� the system adds a constraint that the solution
should have a cost which is less than that for the solution which has already been found�
In order to allow Ilog Solver to use this information to prune the search space� early
propagation of cost is important� For this reason we moved from using the cost of jobs
assigned to the contractor as our measure of cost� and used instead the sum of costs
for jobs assigned to company drivers and to the contractor� Jobs assigned to company
drivers were said to have a negative cost based on the charges contractors would have
made� while jobs assigned to the contractor had a positive cost � Thus each allocation
a�ects the bounds of the total cost� and when the lower bound becomes greater than the
current best cost� Ilog Solver will backtrack�

��� Achieving Preferences

It has already been noted that value ordering is used to ensure that company drivers are
allocated in preference to the contractor� Value ordering is also used to implement other
preferences� Thus once a variable has been selected� its possible values are given scores
for how well they meet the various preferences� The highest scoring value is then chosen
�rst� Weightings are used to give the relative strength �i�e� importance� of the di�erent
preferences� and how much they contribute to the score� Of course backtracking may
lead to other less preferred values being tried as part of the optimizing search� but only
where this leads to a lower cost solution�

Some preferences relate more than one object� for example the preference that a
driver is given his preferred vehicle� Thus decisions about one resource interact with
the decision about another resource� If the driver� tractor� and trailer slots of an order
are all represented as separate domain variables then decisions about their allocation are
also separated� and poorer quality schedules may result� For example� when the system
selects the driver for an order and then looks for a suitable vehicle� if the driver�s preferred
vehicle is not available� another will be chosen through backtracking� This will lead to
a non	preferred driver	vehicle combination� whereas what should have happened is that
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an alternative preferred driver�vehicle combination should have been chosen� In order
to avoid such problems� instead of having separate driver� tractor� and trailer variables�
Schedule�IT deals with them as a unit� which we refer to as an assignment � Thus
an order has two domain variables� one for the delivery time� and the other for the
assignment� The domain of the order�s assignment consists of combinations of driver�
tractor� and trailer� Not only does the system ensure that only valid combinations are
considered� but they can be ranked more easily according to their scores for meeting
preferences�

��� Schedule Quality� The Tradeo	 between Preferences and Cost

As noted earlier� preferences may end up being ignored where a cheaper solution results�
In practice many of the preferences are so strong that they can be considered as con	
straints� For example the �cost� �in terms of good will� of ignoring a driver�s preferences
regarding early starts may be larger than the sum saved by the resulting schedule� There	
fore in the Schedule�IT system a number of preferences are capable of being rede�ned
as constraints� and this facility is placed under the user�s control� Thus the company
are able to compare the schedules generated with and without strict observance of the
preferences�

In general promoting a preference to a constraint leads to a smaller search space
and therefore better performance� The schedule produced is �better� in the sense that
important preferences will have been observed� however a lower cost solution may have
been missed� Recently we have been investigating an approach which gets away from
the idea of the system producing a single �best� solution� First Schedule�IT is run for
a preset time with the con�gurable preferences treated as constraints� This produces a
schedule of a certain cost� which respects those preferences� Then the system is run for
the remainder of the time available with the preferences relaxed again� but the additional
constraint that the solution cost must be less than that already found� This additional
constraint helps prune the search space� and any schedule that is found will be of lower
cost� Thus the user is presented with two schedules� one which preserves the preferences�
and another of lower cost which breaks some of them� The system also produces a
schedule quality report which details� amongst other things� the preferences which have
been broken� It is then up to the human scheduler to evaluate whether the savings in
costs are worth the particular preferences which were broken�

� CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described a reasonably complex application and some of the issues
involved in the design and implementation of the system� The csp paradigm and the
tool used for the project have proved to be exible and easy to use� In particular this
has been useful in allowing the project to investigate approaches beyond the standard
examples of predictive schedule generation� The project took a pragmatic approach
towards optimisation� since in this application as in many others in the real world� a near
optimal solution was all that was required� The relationship between �preferences� and
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optimisation� however� is more complex� and in the end should perhaps be left to human
judgement�
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